XXXXXX we have a deep history of complaints on this website.

They range from detailed incidents of hate speech, to inferred and active encouragements of discrimination, to what could absolutely be regarded as the promotion of activities that would appear to intentionally lead and evolve others towards violence and aggression, based on skin color, religious beliefs, and lifestyle orientation. You yourself have past characterized all black individuals as literally cursed, and there is no irony here of you looking only for singular complaints to take action against, while your entire website is an exercise of infectious judgement of and towards others. I'm not even sure where you would start in the reduction of content, as the platform itself is one of the most vile and detrimental collections of horrific judgement, attacks, typecasting, and unsettling criticism - almost in its entirety based on hate-filled stereotypes - and well short of any actual character choices or actions for the sake of highlighting malfeasance. The presence of those who lay outside of your personal interests and acceptance seems to be all the necessary criteria needed for labels, attacks, and persecution.

This is not a question of what is only legal or illegal, but choice and preference for what we also want to be associated with and provide support for. I had the benefit of a lengthy conversation recently with the highest official at XXX, and had appealed to him in great sincerity to try and find a better path focused on compassion, kindness, and care for others. To be clear - this isn't like the thought police, or some other nefarious organization has set upon you, with the intention of stealing or reducing your freedom of speech and natural perception of rights. This was reaching out in love, and with caution towards the inflammatory positions being taken, that could otherwise turn incendiary and result in social breakdown and extreme violence through the abuse of your positions and unique hate-filled rhetoric.

In turn, I then watched as your content was adapted to include distribution of pictures of black youth being creative, or young Jewish children wearing braces and dealing with puberty and their adult teeth coming in - as the very "evidence" you would submit of why they need to be ostracized, persecuted, or worse. You took innocence in its rawest and purest form, and twisted it into some perverse and distorted view of implied deficiency, and then elevated it as content to manufacture and drive misguided hate. I wanted to weep for the individuals that could literally use the picture of black youths smiling together, as their calling card for racism, hatred, bigotry, and discrimination. The degree of disconnection and corruption of the soul it would take to continue your journey in this manner is beyond startling and incredibly heart breaking. For whatever traumas or past mentors that served to create such a void and lack of compassion and empathy for others, I am so truly sorry. It hurts my heart to bear witness to what you would become.

I would beg of you all - turn back from this path of madness. Repent from the hatred, judgement, discrimination, and resentment of others, and replace it with renewed confidence that there is a God that loves you, that you can choose to cast all sorrow and anxiety over your shoulders, and that love in fact can conquer all. You are creating the very demons you are fearing, in a future room for yourself that has given you the option to bind and loose what you will take with you. This pathway that you are on does not end as you would expect, as you actively build the polarizing forces that will ultimately lead to your own spiritual imprisonment. I would encourage you - start fresh with the knowledge of how much you are loved. Begin tomorrow with the core practice of treating everything placed within your path with compassion, kindness, and humility. This is the point where your world will truly start to transform, and more will begin to make sense.
My hope is that these words will resonate with you as truth. May you go with both love and a better understanding, and the capacity to begin anew with higher principals and a new formed capacity to lift the world to a higher place.

There is so much opportunity to be a beacon of light in this time of darkness, to give people a sense of optimism and renewed hope, and to avert your gaze from the fear that others would succumb to. I so pray that you and your colleagues are able to cast off the shadows of old, and turn your capacity for leadership and the inspiration of others into something new. When you discover you can give up a little to gain it all, real miracles will begin to happen. I promise you that they are worth it.

Love and peace to you,